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Abstract
Background: Poor sleep is linked with chronic conditions common in older adults, including diabetes,
heart disease, and dementia. Valid and reliable �eld methods to objectively measure sleep are thus
greatly needed to examine how poor sleep impacts older adults. Wrist-worn actigraphy (WWA) is a
common objective measure of sleep that uses motion and illuminance data to estimate sleep. The rest-
interval marks the time interval between when an individual attempts to sleep and the time they get out of
bed to start their day. Traditionally, the rest-interval is scored manually by trained technicians, however
algorithms currently exist which automatically score WWA data, saving time and providing consistency
from user-to-user. However, these algorithms ignore illuminance data and only considered motion in their
estimation of the rest-interval. This study therefore examines a novel algorithm that uses illuminance
data to supplement the approximation of the rest-interval from motion data.

Methods: We examined a total of 1086 days of data of 129 participants who wore the MotionWatch8©
WWA for ≥14 nights of observation. Resultant sleep measures from three different parameter settings
were compared to sleep measures derived following a standard scoring protocol and self-report times.

Results: The algorithm showed the strongest correlation to the standard protocol (r= 0.92 for sleep
duration). There were no signi�cant differences in sleep duration, sleep e�ciency and fragmentation
index estimates compared to the standard scoring protocol.

Conclusion: These results suggest that an automated rest-interval scoring method using both light
exposure and acceleration data provides comparable accuracy to the standard scoring method.

Introduction
Poor and insu�cient sleep is associated with a number of health risks in older adults including diabetes,
heart disease, dementia, and immune disorders [1-4]. Reliable and valid �eld-methods for objectively
measuring sleep quality are thus important for understanding these relationships and improving patient
outcomes. While polysomnography is the “gold-standard” in assessing sleep quality [5], it is resource
intensive and requires subjects to be monitored overnight using various equipment. This makes it
challenging to assess an individual’s natural sleep-wake cycle using polysomnography. Self-report
measures are a cheap, low-burden alternative to polysomnography which can capture people’s natural
sleep patterns over several days, weeks, or months [6]; however, they are open to reporting errors and
individual biases [7, 8].

Wrist-worn actigraphy (WWA) aims to reduce reporting errors and self-report bias by providing a non-
invasive objective �eld-method for capturing sleep over multiple nights. Typically, WWA collects two types
of data: 1) either triaxial or uniaxial acceleration (or motion) data; and 2) light exposure data. These data
are then typically processed through a brand/software-speci�c scoring algorithm which is used to
determine estimates of different sleep parameters. Using these scoring algorithms, WWAs are capable of
providing valid and reliable estimates of sleep duration (total time spent sleeping), sleep e�ciency
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(proportion of time spent sleeping vs. time spent in bed trying to sleep), and wake after sleep onset
(WASO; time spent awake after sleep has been initiated and before �nal awakening); WWA is less
accurate for determining sleep latency (time it takes to transition from wake to sleep) [9, 10].

Scoring algorithms for determining different indices of sleep quality relies on human selection of the rest-
interval of the wearer. The rest-interval is traditionally based upon manual selection of the light’s out time
(LO: time wearer tried to go to sleep) and got up time (GU: time the wearer got out of bed to start their
day). These time points are generally based on the initial time marking a period of prolonged
cessation/onset of both movement and light. Once the rest-interval has been de�ned, automatic sleep
parameter scoring can be executed by the software program. The need to manually identify rest-intervals
has led to the development of rest-interval scoring protocols to allow for reproducibility and consistency
in sleep parameter estimation [11, 12]. These protocols typically use self-documented sleep diaries and
event markers (when available) to try and improve the accuracy of sleep estimation.

The manual selection of rest-intervals is time consuming, which has led to the development of algorithms
used to automatically score sleep measures of the wearer [13-15]. While light exposure data is included
as a parameter in standard manual scoring, automatic algorithms have chosen to remove light as a
parameter due to the perceived likelihood of the sensor being covered by the wearer’s sleeve or bedding.
Similar arguments can also be made toward accelerometer data, given that it is common for people to be
sedentary at night before sleeping. These unavoidable aspects of actigraphy are typically why manual
scoring of data is supplemented with self-report diaries and event markers. Yet, since the aim of
automatic scoring is to provide minimal burden to the scorer and user as well as consistency in scoring
between wearers, other methods of veri�cation should be brought into consideration. Light exposure,
while not perfect in its approximation of the rest-interval, may serve as an effective means of
supplementing motion-based algorithms.

We propose a quantitative means of determining the LO and GU times using uniaxial activity and light
exposure data collected from a WWA: the MotionWatch8©. The aim of this algorithm is not to improve
the accuracy of sleep parameter estimation in actigraphs but to establish a consistent method of
determining the rest-interval without the use of a sleep diary or event markers that is more consistent with
manual rest-interval scoring protocols. The use of light as opposed to sleep diary or event marker in
supplementing scoring can prove advantageous in populations where self-report compliance may be
limited and inconsistent—such as in individuals experiencing cognitive decline [16-18]. As such, this
algorithm will aim to create consistency from wearer-to-wearer, allowing for congruence between studies
documenting sleep and for the automation of sleep analysis in further research. This study also
compares two additional parameter settings – one biasing light and one biasing movement – to self-
report and manual standardized protocol sleep measures. We did this in order to isolate the parameters
of acceleration and illuminance data, providing insight into their usefulness in quantifying the rest-
interval and their relation to one another.

Method
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We investigated the accuracy of three different automated scoring algorithms for determining the rest-
interval of older adults who wore a WWA for ≥14 days of observation during the Sleep and Cognition
Study [19, 20], a cross-sectional study which examined age and cognitive differences in objectively
measured sleep. All participants provided written and informed consent (H14-01301).

Participants

We recruited 154 participants from Vancouver, British Columba. Participants were included if they met the
following criteria: 1) men and women 50+ years of age living in the Metro Vancouver area; 2) scored
>24/30 on the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) [21]; and 3) able to read, write, and speak English
with acceptable visual and auditory acuity. We excluded individuals: 1) diagnosed with dementia of any
type; 2) diagnosed with another neurodegenerative or neurological condition (e.g., Parkinson’s disease or
Multiple Sclerosis) which affects cognitive function and/or sleep quality; 3) taking medications which
may negatively affect cognition; 4) planning to participate or currently enrolled in a clinical drug trial; or 5)
unable to speak as judged by an inability to communicate by phone.

Measures

Instrumentation and Software: We used the MotionWatch8© (MW8) WWA to collect activity (i.e., counts)
and light data (lux).[22] Data were collected in 60 second epochs. Activity counts are an arbitrary unit of
measurement, which is calculated for each epoch as the sum of the peak acceleration relative to a
minimum acceleration threshold of 0.1g, in a range of 0.1-8g, sampled at a frequency of 6Hz. The MW8
also has a lux range from 0 to 64000lux and samples the light exposure at a frequency of 1Hz. The per
epoch lux value recorded represents the average lux over the speci�ed epoch length when sampled once
per second. In the standardized protocol, we used the event marker time stamp button to create event
marker recordings in the data to help de�ne the rest-interval. The MW8 is the updated version of the
Actiwatch7, an actigraph with evidence of validity against polysomnography in healthy adults (Mean age:
30 ± 6 years; 45% female; [23]), and also adults with chronic insomnia (Mean age: 41 ± 12 years; 78%
female; [24]). The MW8 has evidence of validity among: 1) 54 adults with suspected sleep disorders
including obstructive sleep apnea, insomnia, hypersomnia, and Ehlers Danlos syndrome (Mean Age: 53 ±
16 years; 61% female); and 2) 19 healthy adults (Mean Age: 28 ± 5 years; 53% female; [25]).

After the rest-interval had been determined using one of the methods we de�ne below (see Rest-Interval
Scoring Methods), sleep estimates were determined using the MotionWare software. The sleep/wake
algorithm used by the MotionWare software is available from the manufacturer (CamNtech;
admin@camntech.co.uk).

Consensus Sleep Diary (CSD): The CSD is a self-report sleep diary designed and used predominantly in
insomnia research that has been shown to be effective in clinical and research settings [26]. We elected
to use the CSD-core which has 9-questions and is effective for both “good” and “poor” sleepers.
Question’s 2 and 7 were used to con�rm the rest-interval de�ned by event marker recordings in the
standardized protocol scoring method and were used to set the rest-interval in the CSD scoring method.
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Procedure

Each participant was asked to wear the MW8 for 14 consecutive days [27]. During the 14-day period, the
watch was set to record uniaxial acceleration as well as light exposure. Participants were asked to press
the event marker button on the watch when they got into bed and upon their �nal awakening in order to
set the GU and LO times. Each participant was also given the CSD and asked to �ll it out each morning
after they woke up. 151 (98%) of the participants had actigraphy data recorded from the speci�ed
continuous 14-day period. 21 participants were excluded because either question 2 or 7 from the CSD
were not complete for any single day within the 14-day study window. Of the remaining 130 participants
(84.4%), 1 had irregular sleep patterns where they slept past 12:00, violating one of the programs
simplifying assumptions. The remaining 129 (83.7%) participant’s data were used for testing and
analysis.

Rest-Interval Scoring Methods

We tested and compared �ve rest-interval scoring methods by looking at the sleep parameters generated
from those rest-intervals using the sleep/wake scoring algorithm (Fig. 1). We highlight each of these
scoring methods below.

 

CSD Only Method: The CSD scoring method used participants answers to questions 2 and 7 of the CSD
as the LO and GU time respectively to establish the rest-interval.

Standardized Protocol: A trained research assistant was responsible for scoring the rest-interval in the
standardized protocol method.  The four major sleep indices considered in order of priority were event
markers, Q2 and Q7 from CSD, cessation/onset of light and cessation/onset of activity. If the event
marker and CSD were within 30 minutes of one another, an appropriate rest-interval had been established.
In cases where the indices agreement was less clear and the event marker was not within the 30 minutes
of the CSD, the LO and GU times were set at based on the cessation/onset of light and motion. Since the
precise de�nition of cessation/onset was not de�ned, whether to check light, motion or both and the
number of consecutive counts of cessation/osnset was to be determined at the lab staff’s discretion.
When following the protocol, the data was looked at visually using the MotionWare software graphics
(Fig. 2). Lab staff were asked to set the limits of the display to be 1000 and 35 for activity counts and lux
respectively before proceeding with scoring. A rough interval was then selected in order to allow for
accurate cursor placement. The LO and GU placements were made by adjusting a cursor displayed over
top a visualization of the actigraphy data indicating the exact time (to the minute) of the cursor
placement.

 

Automatic Scoring Algorithm: An algorithm was created and then tested using three different threshold
settings, constituting three separate scoring methods, which were then used for comparison with the CSD
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and standardized protocol methods. This algorithm will be referred to as the Rest-Interval Scoring
Algorithm or RISA (Fig. 3).

The RISA algorithm works as follows:

1. The speci�ed period of interest (14 days in our study population) is partitioned into 24-hour
segments.

2. Within each 24-hour segment, the window of 6 hours which contains the smallest sum of epochs
with an activity count below 20 and a lux count of 0 is designated as the Potential Sleep Window
(PSW).

3. A 6-hour window containing the potential LO time is found by segmenting data 3 hours before and 3
hours after the start time (ST) of the PSW.

4. A 7-hour GU window is found by segmenting data 1 hour before and 6 hours after the end time (ET)
of the PSW.

5. The potential LO and potential GU windows are then fed into two separate functions (the LO and GU
functions), described below, which return the LO and GU times.

The RISA algorithm was determined heuristically (i.e. through trial and error methods). Actigraph data
whose rest-intervals had been set by the protocol method were visually inspected using the MotionWare
software from an arbitrary number of participants across 4 independent studies to discern patterns in
how the rest-intervals were set following the protocol method. Parameter values within the RISA and its
subsequent components were initially set arbitrarily and were adjusted manually through iteration by
running the algorithm on a training data set which consisted of baseline wrist-worn actigraphy recordings
from the Buying Time study [28].  We elected to avoid optimization of the parameter values to prevent
over�tting and allow for generalization.

The LO function abstracted away in Fig. 3 and shown in detail in Supplementary Material S1, keeps track
of four counters. Each counter tracks consecutive epochs of zero lux, activity count less than 20, activity
count of zero, or activity counts of zero activity and lux simultaneously. The GU function (Supplementary
Material S2), keeps track of three counters. The counters track consecutive epochs of lux greater than
zero, activity greater than zero, activity greater than 20, or activity and lux greater than zero
simultaneously. Once a counter exceeds its respective threshold value, the start index is marked as the LO
(or GU depending on the function) time for that day.

The threshold values within the LO function of the RISA were given 3 different sets of values; one for
biasing light (BL), one for biasing motion (BM), and one which balanced both light and motion (LM). The
RISA is thus the parent algorithm and is the underlying logical structure for LM, BM and BL. The set of
child algorithms developed from the RISA are the LM, BM and BL. The GU function’s threshold values
were held constant. Each set of threshold values in the LO function constituted a separate method which
was then compared to the CSD and protocol scoring methods.  The BL, BM and LM threshold values are
given in Supplementary Material S3
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Statistical Analysis

We calculated means and standard deviations for sleep duration, fragmentation, e�ciency, and latency
using each of the methods for estimating the rest-interval length. We estimated between method
differences in estimates of sleep quality using analysis of variance (ANOVA). Signi�cant differences were
then explored using pairwise comparisons (i.e., estimated marginal means). Further, we performed bi-
variate correlation analyses to examine consistency in sleep quality estimates between methods. We
subsequently conducted Bland Altman plot analyses in order to investigate differences in estimated sleep
quality between the standardized protocol method and our automated methods of determining the rest-
interval length.

Results
Descriptive statistics for the study participants are given in Table 1. Most participants were female
(71.3%) and retired (78.3%). The average age of participants in the study was 71.1 with a SD of 7.3.
Notably, the age range of participants was relatively large, with the youngest participant being 53 and the
eldest being 101.

Table 1 | Descriptive statistics for study participants.

Variable Mean (SD) or N (%)

Age 71.1 (7.3)

Gender,  female 92 (71.3%)

Education,  >HS Diploma 92 (71.3%)

Employment,  retired 101 (78.3%)

MMSE 29.0 (1.0)

MoCA 25.0 (2.6)

HS, high school; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; MoCA, Montreal Cognitive Assessment. 

Mean and standard deviation sleep parameter estimates according to each rest-interval estimation
method are described in Table 2. There was not statistically signi�cant difference between rest-interval
estimation methods in sleep duration (F[4, 640]=1.877; p=0.112), fragmentation index (F[4, 640]=0.398;
p=0.810)  and sleep e�ciency (F[4, 640]=1.164; p=0.326). There were statistically signi�cant differences
between groups when measuring sleep latency (F[4.640]=14.831; p=1.35e-11). For sleep latency, there
were no signi�cant differences between the CSD and Protocol (F[1,256]=0.701; p=0.403), LM and
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Protocol (F[1,256]=0.021; p=0.884) and LM and CSD (F[1, 256]=0.427; p=0.514) however signi�cant
differences were observed between the Protocol and BM (F[1, 256]=14.600; p=0.000167).

Table 2 | Mean, SD and p-value for each sleep metric between methods.

Sleep Metric Method Mean SD p-value

Fragmentation index LM 31.0 10.4 p>0.05 (F = 0.40)

  CSD 30.1 10.7  

  Protocol 30.6 10.7  

  BM 31.7 10.3  

  BL 31.1 10.4  

Sleep efficiency LM 82.6 6.1 p>0.05 (F =     1.16)

  CSD 83.4 6.2  

  Protocol 82.7 6.0  

  BM 82.6 5.7  

  BL 81.8 6.4  

Sleep duration LM 392 48 p>0.05 (F = 1.88)

  CSD 388 57  

  Protocol 404 47  

  BM 395 48  

  BL 394 48  

Sleep latency LM 6.6 8.7 p<0.05 (F = 14.83)

  CSD 5.9 8.0  

  Protocol 6.7 8.0  

  BM 3.7 4.3  

  BL 12.2 14.6  

LM, light-motion algorithm; CSD, consensus sleep diary; Protocol, standard protocol set by trained user; BM,

biased-motion algorithm; BL, biased-light algorithm.

Our bi-variate analyses are described in Table 3. The correlations observed for the metrics of sleep
duration, fragmentation index and sleep e�ciency all exceeded r=0.80 with statistical signi�cance
p<0.001 with the smallest correlation being between BL and CSD in their estimation of sleep e�ciency
(r=0.83, p<0.001).  In all metrics, the strongest overall correlation to the protocol method was the CSD
followed by the LM. The LM algorithm showed a comparable correlation (r=0.88, p<0.001) with the CSD
as the CSD did with the protocol (r=0.87, p<0.001) for sleep e�ciency.  Sleep latency showed the weakest
set of correlations. Of the automatic methods, the BL showed the highest correlation in sleep latency to
the protocol (r=0.35, p<0.001) and CSD (r=0.25, p<0.05).
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Table 3 | Pearson correlations between methods for different sleep metrics.

Sleep Metric Methods LM CSD Protocol BM
Fragmentation index CSD 0.91      
  Protocol 0.92 0.98    

  BM 0.95 0.84 0.86  
  BL 0.99 0.91 0.91 0.94

Sleep efficiency CSD 0.88      

  Protocol 0.87 0.97    
  BM 0.96 0.88 0.89  

  BL 0.97 0.83 0.84 0.91

Sleep duration CSD 0.91      
  Protocol 0.92 0.98    

  BM 0.95 0.84 0.86  
  BL 0.99 0.90 0.91 0.94

Sleep latency CSD 0.20*      
  Protocol 0.18* 0.79    
  BM 0.23* 0.12** 0.09**  

  BL 0.72 0.25* 0.35 0.23**
           

LM, light-motion algorithm; CSD, consensus sleep diary; BM, biased-motion algorithm; BL, biased-light

algorithm. *p<0.05; **p>0.05.

Bland-Altman plots were generated for comparing the LM and protocol scoring methods across all sleep
metrics in order to observe potential differences in estimation (Fig. 4). We observed that, for sleep
duration, the LM method tended to underestimate the protocol. It is worth noting that the mean difference
value of roughly 15-minutes for sleep duration would represent a 7.5-minute difference in LO and GU time
placement for the LM versus protocol method. Similarly, the roughly plus-minus 30-minute con�dence
interval represents a plus-minus 15-minute difference in LO and GU placement for the LM versus protocol
method. There was no observable under or over estimates in sleep e�ciency and fragmentation index,
however a fanning effect was visible for sleep latency.

Discussion
Wrist-worn actigraphy (WWA) is traditionally based on an underlying assumption: that a lack of motion is
evidence of rest [29]. Using only motion to determine the rest-interval, the certainty in estimation is limited
to the extent that this assumption is true. While previous automatic scoring methods have been effective
in using motion to estimate the rest-interval [13-15], the certainty of a measurement is constrained by this
limitation. To reduce these uncertainties, we have introduced the RISA algorithm, which uses light as
supplemental evidence to support its estimation of the rest-interval. By reducing the uncertainty
associated with the ambiguity of the data, we aim to increase the certainty in automatic rest-interval
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estimation, allowing for more reliable and consistent sleep metric scoring. Since WWA is a valid �eld-
method for objectively measuring sleep [22], improving the reliability and consistency by which sleep
quality is measured using WWA will improve our understanding about how insu�cient sleep can impact
older adult health.

The �nal algorithm selected was the LM because it is the most similar to the manual method commonly
used to set the rest-interval. The LM algorithm, like the standard manual protocol method, sets the rest-
interval based on the initial time marking a period of prolonged cessation of both movement and light. It
is an algorithm with predetermined logic and threshold values that are meant to emulate the same logic
applied in manual scoring by trained technicians. It should be seen as a formalism of the manual scoring
method, which is what gives it its advantages over manual methods where the rest-interval is set
sometimes at a human’s discretion. Precisely de�ning what a rest-interval means when looking at
actigraphy data allows scoring to be consistent, and hidden uncertainties to decrease.

To assess the reliability of the RISA algorithm, it was compared against the CSD and standard protocol
estimation methods across 4 different sleep metrics. The strong correlations between all methods for the
metrics of sleep e�ciency, sleep duration and fragmentation index provide support for the validity of the
algorithm.

Using Bland-Altman plots we determined that there were no systematic differences between the LM and
protocol measurements for sleep e�ciency, fragmentation index and sleep duration. The underestimation
of the LM when compared with the protocol for sleep duration translated to an average 7.5-minute
difference in LO and GU time placement, and the con�dence interval a plus-minus 15-minute difference.
These observations are perhaps more indicative of biases of the trained technician scoring the data [30].
In the case of a greater than 30-minute disagreement between event-markers and self-report times, the
technician placed the LO and GU times based on the cessation/onset of motion and light, the de�nition of
which was left to the technician’s discretion. Therefore, it is possible that biases about what constitutes
cessation/onset of light and motion may have caused inconsistencies in rest-interval estimation, leading
to the underestimation visible in the sleep duration Bland-Altman plot.  

Sleep latency showed the lowest correlations between the RISA, CSD and protocol methods. Agreement
between the LM and protocol measurements for sleep latency was low, as is evident in the fanning effect
visible in the Bland-Altman plot. This indicates increasingly large differences in the measurement as
estimated sleep latency becomes larger. Since its been shown that sleep latency measurements are
inconsistent [29] (speculatively a consequence of actigraphy’s underlying assumption), the differences
between the two methods is to be expected. 

There are several limitations to this study. Our algorithm is speci�c only to adults over the age of 50
years. The algorithm was designed to score actigraphy data collected from the MotionWatch8©. Since
the MotionWatch8© collects motion data in arbitrary units of count and because of potential differences
in the technical components of the different actigraphs, the algorithm is likely not generalizable to other
tools. While we determined that LM provides comparable estimates of sleep to the standard protocol and
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CSD, we cannot determine whether LM provides more accurate estimates of sleep than CSD, standard
protocol or WWA algorithms based only on motion. Future research will need to determine the accuracy
of the RISA algorithm for estimating sleep against a gold-standard measure (e.g. polysomnography).
While the rest-interval is the anchor by which sleep parameters are derived, it is not a common used
metric for determining sleep quality. We therefore did not examine the accuracy of the automatic scoring
method of the rest interval as compared to the manual scoring method

Another limitation is that we did not ask participants about their natural sleeping environments, and thus
we cannot account for differences in lighting between participants. For instance, we cannot determine
whether participants were wearing short or long sleeves, sleeping with their arms over or under the covers,
or had sleeping lights. It is important to note, however, that determining the precise sleeping environment
of participants (e.g., sleeping with arms over or under the covers) would be very di�cult to quantify
accurately without direct observation.

Participants were asked about whether they had been diagnosed with obstructive sleep apnea. Only one
participant reported an obstructive sleep apnea diagnosis; however, we did not screen for obstructive
sleep apnea using the STOP-BANG questionnaire [31] or another method for determining obstructive
sleep apnea risk. Untreated and undiagnosed sleep apnea could have skewed sleep data, potentially
compromising results of the algorithm. The algorithm also represents a formalism of sleep in actigraphy
data developed based on human inferences from community-dwelling older adults, and is likely not
generalizable to other populations. The algorithms limitations are a consequence of these inferences.
Simplifying assumptions drawn from this population - such as 12pm-12pm days -  may not hold true for
older adults with sleep disorders or irregular sleep patterns. However, it is this formalism which provides
the RISA algorithm with its consistency. It is perhaps best seen as an implementation of a standardized
protocol’s logic, subsequently allowing for time e�cient estimations and consistency across studies.

Conclusion
In summary, the results of this study indicate that for community-dwelling older adults, the RISA
algorithm provide an effective measurement of the rest-interval using data collected from the
MotionWatch8© and is the �rst automatic algorithm to use illuminance data to supplement scoring.
Future studies should address methods of formally quantifying uncertainty in automatic sleep scoring to
better inform clinicians and researchers on the methods reliability.  Further investigation into the e�cacy
of light in other populations will also be necessary to generalize these results outside of an older adult
population.

Abbreviations
Wrist-worn actigraphy – WWA

Lights-out – LO
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Got-up – GU

Mini-Mental State Examination – MMSE

MotionWatch8© - MW8

Consensus Sleep Diary – CSD

Rest-Interval Scoring Algorithm – RISA

Potential Sleep Window – (PSW)

Start time – (ST)

End time – ET

Biasing-Light Algorithm – BL

Biasing-Motion Algorithm – BM

Balanced-Light and Motion Algorithm – LM

Analysis of Variance – ANOVA

Montreal Cognitive Assessment – MoCA
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Figure 1

The 3 rest intervals (the time between the LO and GU for each night) determined using each of the 3
methods are input into the Sleep/Wake Algorithm. From here the unique sleep metrics for each of the 3
methods were found.
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Figure 2

Graphics used by MotionWare Software to display MW8 data recording.
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Figure 3

Structure of RISA algorithm for determining the rest interval given some actigraphy data containing
uniaxial and light counts. Note that LO and GU function have been abstracted away for simpli�cation.
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Figure 4

Bland-Altman plots comparing the differences between LM and protocol methods in their estimation of
each of the sleep measures.
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